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Think about the game of chess. 

 

I think it was a revelation from Heavenly Parent about the Last Days. 

 

God is playing vs Satan. 

 

The King and Queen represent True Parents. 

 

The Castle: Governments 

 

The Bishop: Religions 

 

The Knight: Militaries 

 

The Pawns: People 

 

In the end game, the Pawns can all become Queens. 

 

Jesus foreshadowed this end game when He gave his disciples the ability to cast out spirits after his 

Resurrection, dramatically transforming them from shaky disciples to powerful spiritual leaders. 

 

Through Morning Devotion, Dr. [Chung Sik] Yong is raising us all up to register in CheonBo and enter 

the Direct Dominion. 

 

Registration into CheonBo is the point at which we change from Pawn to Queen, fully representing True 

Mother. (I believe there is a 3 year foundation period after induction, before we can begin to deeply 

manifest that position, just as True Parents had to go through a 3 year period after True Father's 

ascension). 

 

Perhaps the most significant victory of True Mother's 1st 7 year course was induction of some 3,000 

couples into CheonBo. That's like expanding from one Messiah couple to potentially 3,000 Messiah 

couples overnight. Of course, all 3000 need to embrace that position, which doesn't happen instantly. 

 

However, according to Claire Daugherty, who as an extremely gifted medium experienced this, the 

opening of CheonBo dramatically shifted the balance of the Cosmos. She described it as the removal of a 

layer of sludge between the Spiritual World and the Physical World which made it profoundly much 

easier for the good spirit world to come to the Earth and support God's providence. 

 

In a chess game, when one side goes from 1 queen to 3000 queens, it is essentially, Game Over. 

 

That is my feeling of where we are at in the providence now. Be of strong faith! We shall see. 


